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The thesis describes the development processaťtheU,l2úM cyclotron extracťon syst§m starting

from nneasured data for the cycictron with the ariginal design, and then introducing the

computational tools far beam sirnulaťcns and hna|ly, design of the new extractiOn elements whiCh

have not yet been installed or manufactured, The esťmated increase of extraction efficiencY with the

new elements is remarkable. So briefly we can say that the work was a success.

The first secťon after the intr0ducťon re-postulates essential parts of cycNotron theory which are

needed to understand behavior of parlicie beams in cyclotrons {acceleraťon, focusing, re§Onances,

extraction methods). This section is clearly wríťcen, and the reader can better understand the

dependencies of different para meters on the particle beam in a cyclotron.

The next secťon {Cyclotron U-1ZOM) and its sub-sections describe the structure of the ťyclotrón and

its essential components íike the ion source, RF-system, yacuum §ystem and the magnetic §tructure.

[ssenťal part of the cyclotron regarding the extracfion proce§§ is the set of harmonic coils, Their new

design is described in later secťons of the thesis, ln this secťon, alsn the magnetic held maPPer is

described and how it was refurbished. A new mapping software was also deve|oPed.

From the thesi§ it became c|ear that before going to the rnain topic {a new extracťon system), many

other upgrades and correrťions had to be made first. This clear|y has made the whole Prúťes§ longen

than possibly in the beginning Wa§ thought, lt must have been a challenge to find and re pair the

"faully" structures of the magnet and the Vacťum chamber. One good thing of it is that it has

deepened author's knowledge and understanding hgw different things may affeCt the beam behavíot'

in a reaI cyclotron,

The numerical methods were tested, and theír accuracy was verified with the exisťng sYstem, This,

as well as the ideas how to proceed with the design and the choice of different extracťon elernents,

was the main cgntribution by the author. LJnfgrtunately, there has not been enough ťme to build

and assenrble all designed elements and then experimentally verify the result. However, the narne of

the thesi5 is "posíťve ion extraďion system design for the \J-1,2aM cyclotron", That task has clearly

been accompiished with good or saťsfactory resu|ts. Having said that, l can conclude that the thesis

fulfil{s the requirernents for a docloral thesrs.
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